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Hooper, Lundy & Bookman is pleased to announce that Nina Marsden, a

partner in the Los Angeles office, has been selected as a 2022 Fellow of the

Leadership Council on Legal Diversity (LCLD), and Andrea Frey, a San

Francisco associate, was chosen to be part of the 2022 class of LCLD

Pathfinders.

Since 2011, the LCLD Fellows and Pathfinder programs have helped identify and

mentor the next generation of diverse legal leaders. The LCLD Fellows Program is

a year-long professional development program designed to connect high-

potential attorneys from prominent organizations with industry leaders. The

program offers exclusive benefits to attorneys seeking to enhance their

leadership and client-management skills by gaining access to and learning from

the top professionals in the legal field immediately and in the future.

The LCLD Pathfinder Program was established for diverse, high-performing, early-

career attorneys at LCLD Member organizations. The seven-month program

complements training initiatives at LCLD Member corporations and law firms. It

provides Pathfinders with tools for developing and leveraging professional

networks through relationship-building skills, foundational leadership skills, and

an understanding of career development strategies. In addition, each Pathfinder

is matched with a Program Facilitator to serve as a mentor in helping one connect

what they learn in the program to the organization at which they work.

“Our firm is deeply committed to promoting diversity, equity, and inclusion across

all areas of our business, and we are delighted that Nina and Andrea have been

selected to participate in programs that support diversity and foster professional

development,” said Mark Reagan, Managing Partner.” Nina has demonstrated a

steadfast commitment to leadership throughout her career, and Andrea is an

example of an upcoming leader who is dedicated to HLB’s diversity, inclusion, and

equity initiatives.”

About Hooper, Lundy & Bookman:   Founded in 1987, Hooper, Lundy & Bookman
PC is the largest law firm in the country dedicated solely to the representation of
health care providers and suppliers. With offices in Los Angeles, San Francisco, San
Diego, Denver, Boston, and Washington, D.C., and clients in all 50 states, we meet
the business, litigation, regulatory, and government relations needs of a broad array
of health care providers?ranging from the largest national health care organizations to
community hospitals and individual physician practices.
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